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Abstract 
A scheme, which uses flexible cryptographic key management upon adaptable time-token 

constraint for a user hierarchy access control (UHAC) scheme, is proposed in this paper. For 

adapting the changeability in a UHAC system, we propose a technique of assigning 

independent time-token which is distributed by a trusted agency server to reply an authorized 

user for once secure access request. The key feature of the technique is to adapt some secure 

parameters in distributed time-token for responding to each legal access request. Further, all 

class keys will be updated proactively by the concept of proactive key management, which 

makes the advantage that is proven and free from the scenario of the collusive attack example 

which proposed by Yi et al. in [18]. This cryptographic key assignment scheme based on the 

difficulty in solving a discrete logarithm, with adaptable time-token constraint, can achieve 

better security and more efficient management, than the conventional UHAC scheme. 

Besides, our scheme provides a flexible manner and dynamic key management to increase the 

availability of user access in UHAC structure. 
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1. Introduction 

Due to the continuing growth of computer networks and multi-user computer 

technologies, the sharing of network resources is becoming increasingly widespread. The 

administration of these resources, in a multi-user computer environment, has also grown more 

complex; access control, through the proper authorization procedures, is therefore becoming 

more and more important in the real world. The problem of access control arises in 

organizations having a hierarchical structure; such organizations can range from military or 

governmental departments to private corporations. Many applications exist some secure 

access problems in business or other areas of the private sectors; e.g., some protected 

databases containing sensitive information or industrial secrets. 

Since Akl & Taylor, in 1983 [1], first proposed a cryptographic key assignment for access 

control in a partial-order hierarchy (called key assignment, hereafter), based on the degree of 

difficulty of solving the discrete logarithm problem, many methods of hierarchical access 

control [4, 9, 10] have been proposed. A hierarchical structure (also called user hierarchical 

access control scheme, UHAC) is constructed by dividing users into a number of disjointed 

security classes, mCCC ,...,, 21 , which are partially ordered with a binary relationship ‘‘ π ’’. In 

a hierarchy, the statement ij CC  π  means that the security level of class jC  is lower than 

that of class iC  and ij CC  π  additionally denotes the possibility that the security level of 
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class jC  can equal class iC , where jC  is a successor of class iC , and iC  is a predecessor 

of class jC . The meaning of ij CC  π  is that users in class iC  can access any information 

held by users in class jC , while the opposite is not allowed. To go through hierarchical 

access control, certain key assignment methods have common procedures, as stated below. 

The Central Authority (called CA, hereafter) agency calculates the cryptographic key for each 

class of each stratum in advance, where each class is according to his membership that comes 

from various assignments. The CA then distributes the cryptographic key to users who are 

members in this class. Thus, their key assignment assigns a cryptographic key ik  to all users 

in class iC  so that they can use ik  to derive jk  if, and only if, the class ij CC  π . In other 

words, the conventional UHAC is the meanings of those users are allowed to derive class key 

depending on their individual access right without any interaction with the CA. Hence, the 

user in class iC  can use ik  to decrypt the data which are encrypted with ik , and the user in 

the class iC  uses ik  to derive the class key jk  which is then used to decrypt the encrypted 

data in class jC . The advantage of Akl and Taylor’s scheme is that the key generation and 

key derivation algorithms are simple. However, Akl and Taylor’s scheme is not practical for 

implementing dynamic access control, because the whole system must be re-established, once 

a class insertion or deletion occurs. To allow a dynamic change of classes, most researchers 

of this topic have proposed schemes [4, 9, 10] that perform better in allowing insertion and 

deletion of classes within the hierarchy in a UHAC scheme. 

Furthermore, these key assignment schemes [1, 4, 9, 10] have not been concerned with a 

practical situation: Users might be assigned to a class for only a period. If the user has 

resigned from her/his class iC , but he premeditatedly eavesdrops on data transmissions, then 

he can also decrypt the data in class jC  if, and only if, the class ij CC  π . Thus, all messages 

are likely to be revealed during the system’s period of change. Tzeng [16] first proposed a 

time-bound cryptographic key assignment scheme, a UHAC scheme with time constraint, for 

access control in a partial-order hierarchy, in which the cryptographic keys of a class were 

different for each period. A special feature of Tzeng’s scheme lies in the fact that each class 

had some time-dependent keys, each of which could only be used, during a certain period. 

According to Tzeng’s scheme, once the key information expired, its owner could not access 

any subsequent class keys. His method is more flexible for some applications, such as, 

broadcasting digital data to authorized users with multilevel-security, or constructing a 

flexible cryptographic key backup system. Although broadcasting data can save a lot of 

bandwidth over point-to-point transmission, the problem is still that anyone on the broadcast 

channel can eavesdrop. To prevent eavesdropping, Tzeng’s scheme encrypted the data before 

broadcasting it, so that only authorized users with proper keys could decrypt the data and 

obtain meaningful messages. 

However, Yi et al. [18] showed that the proposal given in Tzeng’s scheme [16] was not 

secure against collusive attacks, whereby three non-authorized users may conspire to access 

some class keys, to which they had no access. Yi et al. [18] brought out the fact that Tzeng 

had not proposed a way to overcome this type of collusion. Following the Tzeng’s scheme 

[16], Huang et al. [8] proposed a new cryptographic key assignment with time-constraint 

scheme for a partial-order user’s class hierarchy applied to a UHAC scheme. Nevertheless, 

Tang et al. [13] showed that Huang et al.’s scheme had potential security vulnerabilities, 

which enable malicious participants and attackers to violate the system.  

The other researches of this topic are shown below. Chien [5] proposed a solution based 

on the assumptions of low-cost and tamper-resistant equipment to the studies of time-bound 

hierarchical key assignments. Unfortunately, De Santis et al. [12] showed that Chien’s 

scheme [5] still meets the collusion attacks. Wang et al. [17] proposed a technique called 
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merging, and have used it to construct an efficient time bound hierarchical key assignment 

scheme where the communication load of transmitting multiple keys is one single aggregate 

key. The scheme has a good storage and computational performance. 

These schemes [5, 8, 16, 17] aim to provide efficient access control methods with regard 

to user‘s classes which are organized hierarchically, and the period. In this way, they offer a 

worthy security level in UHAC scheme with the time constraint, respectively. Whatever, 

some situations have been happened when a user leaves a class, the keys of that class and all 

the descendent classes must be renewed and where the privileges of users change frequently 

or where there are many classes change frequently, the communication load for key 

redistributions is very large [17]. However, there is a classical idea, called proactive security, 

that may improve their class key management works for gaining more flexibility and security. 

In order to meet the desired demands for gaining more flexible class key management and 

reinforcing the further security in applications, we therefore proposed yet another more 

flexible key assignment in the UHAC scheme. The sophisticated solutions proposed in our 

scheme are based the ideas of proactive security and top-down key assignment in [1–4, 6, 7, 

9, 10, 14]. Proactive security, first suggested by Ostrovsky and Yung [14] in 1991, refers to 

security and availability, in the presence of this mobile adversary attack which may corrupt 

all participants throughout the lifetime of the system in a non-monotonic fashion; this 

adversary attack is limited, however, to the number of participants it can corrupt during any 

distinct period. Frankel, et al. [6], proposed a proactive mechanism to provide an increased 

level of security and availability to an RSA public-key system via distribution of a private key 

and active communication between shareholders. They emphasized that proactive security 

concerns are vital in dealing with the increasing number of threats to communication network 

domains, and for securing long-lived cryptographic keys that cannot be easily replaced, e.g., 

basic cryptographic infrastructure functions. Their proposed scheme was engaged in a 

“proactive maintenance” of key sharing, protecting them against an adversary attempting to 

uncover the secret or disrupt their operation. In addition to protection, proactive maintenance 

techniques provide flexible and dynamic key management.  

Owing to its simple algorithm and fewer parameter requirements, the RSA public-key 

system [10] remains the most popular cryptosystem, with worldwide standards; thus, we 

adopted this system in our proposed scheme, in which the cryptographic key of class iC  at a 

period rt  is 
rtik , . The period does not necessarily have to be a real time, however, it may be 

one week, one month or half a year; it completely depends on the management of proactive 

mechanism in the system. We actually divided the total time T  into Z  periods, initialing 

with 1t  and ending with zt , i.e. { }ztttT ,...,, 21= . Suppose that a user iu  in class iC  has 

gotten the information ( )
iuTiI  ,  with the authorized period set 

iuT , TT
iu ⊆ , consisting of the 

periods which are from her/his beginning period st  to her/his ending period et , e.g. 

{ }errsu tttttT
i

,...,,,..,. , 11s ++= . Therefore, she/he can use the information ( )
iuTiI  ,  together with 

a time-token 
ri tu ,τ  to compute the class key 

rtjk ,  of class jC  at the period rt  if, and only if, 

the conditions ij CC  π  and 
iur Tt ∈  are satisfied, where the time-token 

ri tu ,τ  is issued from a 

Central Authentication and Authority (CAA for short) server which acts for a trusted agency 

in our system. Once the authorized time duration 
iuT elapses, the information owner cannot 

access any subsequent class keys. Therefore, our key derivation is constrained, not only by 

the class relationship, but also by the time-token corresponding to user’s authorized period set 

respectively. In this proposed method, the time-tokens are constructed using the distinct 

primes distributed from the CAA server, when the users activate the requests for accessing 

the system. This means that a the user iu  who is only assigned a the authorized time period 

set 
iuT cannot directly use her/his pre-assigned key information the key 

rtik ,  to derive the 
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secret key 
rtik ′,  where 

iur Tt ∈/′ and iu  could not obtain the authorized time-token 
ri tu ′,τ  

from CAA, in which the time period rt ′  does not belong to the time duration, i.e., 
iur Tt ∉′ . 

Moreover, this feature differs from Tzeng’s scheme [16], Huang et al.’s scheme [8] and the 

other above-mentioned schemes [4, 5, 9, 10]. In their schemes, the key mechanisms are not 

offered to refresh all of class keys and protect future messages. Moreover, on when many 

classes’ insertion or deletion frequently occurs, it can be seen that most of the previously 

proposed schemes have to be repeatedly recomputed and republish the related information, 

such as the users’ information and corresponded public/private parameters. By our proposed 

method, these tasks are ingenious recomputed by CAA; on the contrary, the authorized users 

can avoid being re-updated their user information frequently. Furthermore, our proposed 

method has the following properties: 

（i） Better security and easier management, as it provides a UHAC mechanism with time-

token constraint for cryptographic key assignment in a hierarchy; it also offers 

greater security against attacks of collusion. 

（ii） Dynamic and flexible access control can be easily implemented because the system’s 

initial keys or information items do not require changing, once classes insertion or 

deletion have occurred. 

（iii） Algorithms, for key generation and key derivation, using distinct time-tokens, are 

quite simple. 

（iv） If the access time is out of the authorized period set, e.g. 
iuT  including the periods 

before st  and the remaining ( )ez tt −  periods, the class key with time-token 

constraint owner cannot decrypt the protected data, or information. 

From the above properties, it can be seen that the key management proposed, in this paper, is 

more flexible and more practical, since a person may be employed for only some authorized 

period set. For example, we may consider a secure application of a key assignment by legal 

authorities, such as an authorized user, in class iC , who wants to read the time-dependent 

messages, encrypted with parameters corresponding to a period rt  in class jC . If the key 

assignment scheme is updated by regular periodical period, corresponding to the time-token 

ri tu ,τ , the appropriate key is 
rtjk , for desired period rt . The user ii Cu ∈  can decrypt the 

time-dependent messages if, and only if, ij CC  π  and her/his access period is valid. In the 

same manner, an authorized participant can broadcast data, so that only authorized users with 

appropriate keys in the valid time duration can decrypt the messages, and obtain meaningful 

information. Broadcasting messages can save a great deal of bandwidth over point-to-point 

transmission [16]. Hence, our scheme is suitable for some applications in today’s computer 

network environment, e.g., electronic paper subscription and digital TV broadcasting [16, 11], 

in which a user may be assigned to a certain class for only a period. Moreover, the 

hierarchical access control mechanisms [4, 8, 9, 10, 16] do not retain complete access records, 

as this would undermine security. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: our key assignment scheme for 

dynamic and flexible access control in a hierarchy is proposed in Section 2. The discussions 

are given in Section 3. A brief conclusion is offered in Section 4. 

 

2. Our Scheme in Key Assignments 

A new flexible cryptographic key assignment scheme is proposed in this section, in which 

the class keys are periodically updated by changing the periods for normal service time and 

the class keys could be refreshed in real time while dynamic change of classes or users 

happening. This provides a proactive policy to avoid the situation that the secret class key to 
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be broken (cracked), it will be controlled rather than responding after the fact. A special 

feature of our scheme is that each class has some revised time-dependent keys (called class 

keys for simply), none of which can be used, except during certain periods. Once the class 

key and user information expires, its owner cannot access any subsequent class keys. 

Our scheme is also based on an RSA assumption [10], using an idea of proactive 

mechanism [2, 3, 6, 7, 14] in which the class keys are periodically updated by changing the 

periods. Assume that a partial-order hierarchy has a number of disjoint classes mCCC ,...,, 21  

ordered by the binary relation “ π ” and that the system time during which the desired 

hierarchy is valid is divided into periods, numbered period 1, period 2,…, period z , in which 

the periods are also denoted as period 1t , period 2t ,…, period zt . Each of periods is 

assigned a constant number such as 11 =t , 22 =t ,…, zt z = . Our scheme can be 

summarized as follows: 

 

2.1 Preliminary 

Proposition 1. Given an output of y , ( ) ( )ny
x

modα≡ , it is computationally infeasible to find 

α  based on the assumption of RSA, where x is a positive integer restricted in RSA 

assumption and n  is the product of two large secret primes. 

2.2 Initial computation 

Step 1: The CAA chooses two large primes p  and q , where 12 1 += pp  and 12 2 += pq , 1p  

and 2p  are two large primes, and qpn ×= . Then the CAA chooses a secret key cd , 

and finds the public key ce , where the secret key satisfies ( )( )nde cc φ mod 1≡× . 

Step 2: The CAA randomly chooses m  distinct primes meee ,...,, 21  for m  classes at a period 

rt , where each ie  is to be as small as possible so that ( )nm
i ie φ<∏ =1  and each ie  is 

asked to be a prime related to ( )nφ . Then the CAA computes the uniquely 

corresponding numbers of mddd ,...,, 21  such that ( )( )nde ii φmod 1≡× , for 

mi ,...,2,1=  where ( )⋅φ  is the well-known Euler’s totient function and keeps all di’s 

secret.Step 3: The CAA randomly chooses distinct prime numbers 

zr tttt aaaa ,...,,...,,
21

 and keeps them secret, where each prime is a prime related to 

n . Each of the primes, 
rt

a ’s, will be then used to generate the distinct class keys for a 

valid period rt  where Ttr ∈ . 

Step 4: The CAA computes the initial keys, 
( ) ( )naak iCvC

vm

r
iClC

l

rr

eddd
t

d
tti mod 

21
 

...
,

∏≡∏≡′ /
×××

ππ  for 

mi ≤≤1  and Ttr ∈ , where the initial keys are employed for m class, timing from 1t  

to zt . 

Step 5: The CAA randomly chooses relatively prime numbers set { }
kuuu aaa ,...,,

21
=Γ , where 

each Γ∈
iu

a  for all { }ki ,...,2 ,1∈  satisfying ( ) 1,gcd =na
iu

 and 1),gcd( =
ri tu aa . 

Then they will be assigned to k  distinct users kuuu ,...,, 21 . Thereupon the CAA 

computes the inverse number for each Γ∈
iu

a , denoted as ( ) 1−
iua  where { }ki ,...,2,1∈ , 

such that satisfying ( )  1
1 ≡× −

ii uu aa ( )nmod . The CAA keeps each pair of numbers, 

iu
a  and ( ) 1−

iua , for all { }ki ,...,2 ,1∈ , secret. 

Step 6: For each period rt , the CAA randomly chooses one of the distinct primes 

zr tttt gggg ,...,,...,,
21

, where any it eg
r
≠  for any rt  and i , and keeps them secret; That 

is, for each period rt , entire classes should be randomly assigned the distinct primes 

zr tttt gggg ,...,,...,,
21

and each of them should be as small as possible so that 

1  3 pg
rt <<≤ , 2  3 pg

rt <<≤ , satisfying ( )( ) 1,gcd =
rtgnφ , for all Ttr ∈ . The distinct 

primes are then used to generate distinct time-tokens. Finally, the distinct time-tokens 

are used to compute the corresponding class keys for each class at the period rt . 
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2.3 Key assignment 

In this key assignment phase, the CAA computes the class key for class iC  from the 

initial keys 
rti

k ,
′ , where 0≠i  and 1≥i , at the period rt  as follows, 

                    

where the CAA server keeps the prime number { }
zrr ttttt ggggg ,...,,...,,

21
∈  secret. 

2.4 Information assignment 

The CAA then chooses a prime number 
iua  which has been randomly chosen from the 

prime set { }
ki uuuu aaaa ,...,,...,,

21
 for the user iu  who is assigned a time-bound 

{ }eerssu tttttT
i

,,...,..,,., 11 −+=  in the class iC ; the user’s time intervals are from st  to et , 

satisfying the condition of 
iur Tt ∈ . That is to say, the user iu  is assigned to class iC , and 

she/he is allowed to obtain her/his class keys with the only time duration 
iuT  satisfying 

TT
iu   ⊆ . Following this, the CAA generates the information ( )

iuTiI , , which is used to identify 

the user iu , as follows, 

( ) ( )esuu ttiTiI
ii

||||, = ,                               (2) 

where ( ) ( )nai iClC
l

ii

d
uu mod 

∏≡ π , and the symbol “ ||” denotes a concatenation operator to the fixed 

operands of 
iui , st , and et . 

Finally, the CAA then sends the user’s information ( )
iuTiI ,  back to the user iu . 

 

2.5 Key derivation 

2.5.1 Authentication phase 

Assume a user iu , associated with iC , wants to derive the class key 
rtik ,  at a period rt , 

where 
iur Tt ∈ . The user iu  first chooses a random prime number 1x  and a large prime 1n , 

where nntz <<< 1  and ( )( ) 1,gcd 1 =nn φ , for a new request time-token phase. Subsequently, 

she/he computes the inverse of the number 1x , ( ) ( )1
1

11 mod nxy
−≡ , satisfying 

( )111 mod  1 nyx ≡× , and sends the request information ( ) ( )nnyti c

i

e
ru mod ||||||

 
11  to the 

CAA server in order to obtain the time-token back. For dealing with the request, the CAA 

server will compute firstly ( )( ) ≡
cd

c

i

e
ru nyti

 
11 |||||| ( ) ( )nnyti ru i

mod  |||||| 11 , and 

authenticate this request via checking whether the user information is legal or not, i.e., by 

checking whether the equation ( ) ( )ni iCvC
v

i

e
u mod  

 ∏
π  is equal to 

iua  or not and validating whether 

these conditions zr ttt ≤≤1 , iuTt r ∈  and rtgn >>1 are satisfying or not. If the user’s request 

passes the user authentication and time-bound validation, then the CAA server will make an 

access record to related log and continue the next phases as the following subsections. 

2.5.2 Time-token generation phase 

If the request of the user iu  passes the user authentication and access-timing validation, 

then the CAA server will compute the time-token for accessing the class ij CC  π  at the period 

rt  as follows: 

 

( )
ririri tututu sr ,,, ||=τ ,                                  (3) 

 

where ( )( ) ( )naar
rtgid

riri tutu  mod
1

,

×
×≡ −  and ( )11, mod ngys

rri ttu ×≡ . Subsequently, the time-token 

will send back to the user for the class accessing ij CC  π  at the period rt . 

 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )( ) (1)           , mod 
...

,,
21

 naakk iCvC
vmrt

r
iClC

ld

rt

r

rt

rr

edddg
t

g
t

g
titi

∏×××××
/≡

∏
≡′≡ ππ
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2.5.3 Key derivation phase 

The user iu  can derive the class keys for class iC  and all of the partially ordered classes 

jC  at the valid period rt , if the relation ij CC  π  remains in the hierarchy scheme. Key 

derivation processes are shown in detail in the following two cases. In Case 1, we show that 

the user iu  can derive the class key for class iC  at the period rt ; In Case 2, we show that the 

user iu  can also derive the class key for all of the partially ordered classes jC , if, and only if, 

ij CC  π  in the hierarchy scheme at the period rt . 

Case 1  From the given information ( ) ( )esuu ttiTiI
ii

||||, = , a random prime number 1x  and the 

public parameters associated with authentication procedure at the period rt  which satisfies 

iur Tt ∈ , the user iu , associated with iC , then obtains the time-token ( )
ririri tututu sr ,,, ||=τ  back 

from the CAA server and can derive the class key 
rtik , . Thus, she/he can obtain 

( )11, modˆ ngxsx
rri ttu ≡×≡  and derive the class key 

rti
k ,  by 

( ) ( ).mod,,
ˆ

nkri
rrii titu

x
u ≡×                               (4) 

The following Theorem 1 ensures the correctness of the class key derivation of Case 1. 

 

Theorem 1  If ( ) ( )esuu ttiTiI
ii

||||, = and the time-token ( )
ririri tututu sr ,,, ||=τ  are the key 

information produced by the proposed scheme in (2) and (3), then the user iu  who is in the 

class iC  can derive the 
rtik , by (4), where 

rtik ,  is the class key associated with iC  at the 

period rt . 

 

The proof of Theorem 1 is showed in the appendix. 

 

Case 2  When the user iu  succeeds in passing the user authentication and time-bound 

validation, the user will receive the time-token ( )
ririri tututu sr ,,, ||=τ  from the CAA server. 

Using the given information ( ) ( )esuui ttiTuI
ii

||||, =  and the public parameters, user iu , who 

belongs to class iC , can derive the key 
rtjk , , where the key is a revised time-dependent key of 

class jC  at a period rt , if the class relation ij CC  π  still remains in this hierarchy scheme 

and the period rt  satisfies the condition 
iur Tt ∈ , computed as: 

Again, the following Theorem 2 ensures the correctness of the class key derivation of Case 2. 

 

Theorem 2  If ( ) ( )esuu ttiTiI
ii

||||, =  and the time-token ( )
ririri tututu sr ,,, ||=τ  are the key 

information produced by the proposed scheme in (2) and (3), then the user iu  who is in the 

class iC  can obtain the 
rtjk ,  by (5), where 

rtjk ,  is the class key associated with  jC  satisfying 

  ij CC π  at the period rt  satisfying 
iur Tt ∈ . 

 

The proof of Theorem 2 is also showed in the appendix. 

 

2.5.4 Performance of class key derivation 

In general, the computation time on a modulus n  for a modular exponentiation operation 

is about ( )nO  times, where n  denotes the bit length of n , e.g., its length is usually taken 

from 512 bits to 1024 bits [15]. In this subsection, we separate two cases to analyze the class 

key derivation phase in Subsection 2.5.3. 

For Case 1, given the public parameters, information ( ) ( )esuu ttiTiI
ii

||||, = , where 

( ) ( )nai iClC
l

ii

d
uu mod 

 ∏≡ π , and the time-token ( )
ririri tututu sr ,,, ||=τ , to derive 

rtik , , the user iu  who 

is the membership of class iC  must compute ( ) ( )nrik
riir tu

x
uti mod,

ˆ
, ×≡  where 

( )( ) ( ) (5)                                                  .mod , 

 

,
ˆ

, nrik jCkCiCkC
k

riir

e

tu
x

utj

∏
/×≡ ππ
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( )11, modˆ ngxsx
rri ttu ≡×≡ , ( )( ) ( )naar iCuC

urt

riri

dg

tutu mod 
1

,

∏×− ×≡ π  and ( )11, mod ngys
rri ttu ×≡ . Only 

two modular multiplications and one modular exponential operation are required at the user’s 

computation efforts. It is therefore computation saving in this presentation. See the 

computation requirements in the part of CAA server. There are 1+ξ  modular exponentiation 

operations, one inverse computation and one modular multiplications for deriving 

( )( ) ( )naar iClC
ldrtg

rtiurtiu mod 
1

,

∏×
×≡ −

π  and one modular multiplications for deriving 
ri tus ,  required, 

where ξ  denotes a number of classes in which each class satisfies il CC  π . 

For Case 2, given the public parameters, information ( ) ( )esuu ttiTiI
ii

||||, =  and the time-

token ( )
ririri tututu sr ,,, ||=τ , the user iu  who is the membership of class iC  wants to derive 

rtj
k , . 

She/he must compute ( )( ) ( )nrik jCkCiCkC
k

r

ex
tj rtiuiu mod ,

,

ˆ
,

∏
/×≡ ππ , where ( )11, modˆ ngxsx

rri ttu ≡×≡ , 

( )( ) ( )naar iClC
ldrtg

riri tutu mod 
1

,

∏×

×≡ −
π  and ( )11, modngys

rri ttu ×≡ . Consider the computations in CAA 

server. The computing costs of 1+ξ  modular exponentiation operations, one inverse 

computation and one modular multiplications for deriving ( )( ) ( )naar iClC
ldrtg

riri tutu mod 
1

,

∏×

×≡ −
π  

are required, where ξ  is a number of classes satisfying il CC  π ; Besides, CAA needs to spend 

one extra modular multiplications for deriving 
ri tus , . On the other hand, in the way of user’s 

efforts, two modular multiplications and 1+η  modular exponential operation are only 

required, where η  is a number of classes satisfying ik CC  π  and jk CC  π/ . It can be seen that 

the computing efforts are rather efficient in our solution. 

2.6 Dynamic change of classes during a valid period 

2.6.1 Adding a class 

Suppose that a new class 1+mC  is added to the existing system within a valid period rt . In 

response to this change event, the CAA server will randomly chooses a small integer 1+me  

which is related to ( )nφ , and derives 1+md , such that ( )( )nde mm φmod 111 ≡× ++ . Further, the CAA 

server will remain the class key 
rtik ,  computed by (1) for the class iC  if the class relation 

satisfies im CC  1 π/+  after the new class 1+mC  is added, and update the class key for the class if 

the class relation satisfying im CC  1 π+ , computed as 

 

by multiplying a new secret power parameter 1+md  and allot an adaptable time-token for any 

upcoming user’s access request. That is, the adaptable time-token will serve to the user who 

remains in the classes satisfying im CC  1π+  for the period rt . After this change, if a user iu , 

where she/he still remains in the class iC  satisfying im CC  1π+  and her/his user information 

( )
iui TuI ,  doesn’t need to be upgraded, activates a new access request in the period rt , the 

CAA server will generate and send back the adaptable time-token, ( )
ririri tututu sr ,,, ||=τ ,                               (7) 

where 

Every remained user in the system will still keep her/his own user information, which had 

assigned after the class 1+mC  is added. According to Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, the user iu  

can derive the keys 
rtik ,  and 

rtjk , , by using her/his user information, and the adaptable time-

token computed by (7), if the class relation im CC  1π+  is satisfied and the period rt  satisfies the 

condition 
iur Tt ∈ . 

( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ). mod  and ,mod  11111,
1

 
1

,
 

1

1 , ngdydgysnaaaar
rrri

iClC
lrt

ri

m

mClCiClC
lrt

riri tmmttu

dg

tu

d
dg

tutu ××≡××≡×≡



 ×≡ ++

∏×−∏×−
+

+≠ ππ

( ) ( ) (6)                                               , mod 
1

1 , , nak
m

mClCiClC

ld

rt

rr

d
g

tti

+

+≠ 



 ∏

≡ π
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2.6.2 Deleting a class 

Suppose that a class mC  is deleted from the existing system at the period rt . The CAA 

server will remain the class key 
rtik ,  computed by (1) for the original class iC  if the class 

relation satisfied im CC  π/  before the class mC  is deleted, and update the class key by (8) for 

the original class if the class relation satisfying im CC  π  before the class mC  is deleted, 

computed as 

 

via multiplying the power number me  which is the inverse number of the parameter md  and 

allot an adaptable time-token for any upcoming user’s access request. The CAA server only 

updates the time-tokens corresponding to the new related upcoming user’s access request, 

which serve to the influenced classes; the initial class keys and all of the existing user 

information do not need to reconstruct anymore. Soon after that, the CAA server rejects all 

access requests for the class mC  by generating the new time-token in which the secret 

parameter md  will be discarded. That is, the CAA will generate the new time-token 

( )
ririri tututu sr ,,, ||=τ , where  

and ( )11, mod ngeys
rri tmtu ××≡ , for all users who belong to the rest classes for satisfying 

mlil CCCC   and  ≠∀ π . 

2.6.3 User change 

Suppose that a user iu  left unexpectedly from her/his responsibility in the system at the 

period rt  within her/his pre-assigned authorized period set. Although the user iu  activates an 

access request in the time belonging to those periods in pre-assigned authorized period set, 

the CAA server will reject to distribute any time-token if the user iu  has left. 

2.7 Activate a proactive phase for a next new period 

In this phase, the CAA will update all class keys for activating a new proactive phase for a 

periodical period 1+rt . The CAA computes the new class key 
1, +rtik by refreshing both the 

prime numbers: { }
zrr ttttt ggggg ,...,,...,,

1211 ++ ∈ instead of 
rtg , and 

1+rta  instead of 
rta for the 

class iC from the corresponding initial key 
1, +

′
rtik , where 0≠i , 1≥i , and rr tt >+1  as follows, 

where the prime number 
1+rtg  is kept secret by the CAA server. 

We assume that a user du  who belongs to the class iC  satisfying ij CC  π  at the period 1+rt  

activates a secure access request and if the request passes the user authentication and access-

timing validation, then the CAA server will compute the new time-token for further accessing 

the class ij CC  π  as follows. ( )
111 ,,, || +++ =

rdrdrd tututu srτ , where ( )( ) ( )naar rt
g

iClC
ld

tutu rdrd
 mod 

1
 

 1
, 11

+×∏−
++ ×≡ π  

and ( )11, mod 
11

ngys
rrd ttu ++ ×≡ . Subsequently, the adaptable time-token will send back to the 

user du . Then, the user du  can derive (9) according to Theorem 1, and derive 
1, +rtjk by using 

Theorem 2. 

 

( ) ( ) ( ) (8)                                     mod  ,  , naak mClCiClC

ld

rt

r

m

iClC

ld

rt

rr

g
t

e
g

tti

∏
≡



 ∏

≡ ≠ππ

( )( ) ( )( ) ( ),mod            ,  
1

 
1

, naaaar mClCiClC
lrt

ri

m

iClC
lrt

riri

dg

tu

e
dg

tutu

∏×−∏×−
≠×≡



 ×≡ ππ

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (9)                   mod 
...

,,
211

1
 

1

1

1

11
naakk iCvC

vmrt

r
iClC

ld

rt

r

rt

rr

edddg
t

g
t

g
titi

∏×××××
/

+

+

+

+

+

++ ≡
∏

≡′≡ ππ
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3. Discussions 

In this section, we discuss the impacts of applying proactive mechanism to conventional 

UHAC scheme, and make some performance comparisons between the references [8, 16] and 

our scheme. The details are showed as follows. 

3.1 Provision of proactive cryptographic key assignment scheme 

The cryptographic key assignment in our proposed scheme is conditionally constrained 

upon the concept of period so that the class key is corresponding to a distinct time-token, 

which is secretly and frequently updated by the CAA. In other words, the cryptographic key 

assignment of revised time-dependent feature scheme provides the proactive management 

mechanism of the key assignment. That is to say, the proactive class keys are periodically 

updated through the change of associated time-tokens. In this way, the attempt of breaking the 

class key can be efficiently deterred. The CAA actively changes all of the class keys, by 

providing periodically refreshing time tokens for each period that have time-dependent 

properties, in which there are corresponding and distinct parameters, 
ri tur ,  and 

ri tus , , to send 

to users who have invoked access requests for the class keys. Assume that a legal user iu  in 

class iC  is assigned the information ( )
iuTiI , , which has the initial identity 

iui  with an 

authorized time from st  to et . After authentication, the user can obtain the time-token 
ri tu ,τ , 

comprised of the parameters 
ri tur ,  (with the secret product of ( ) naa

ri tu mod
1 ×−

) and 
ri tus , . 

Then the user iu  can both derive the class key 
rtik ,  by (4) and the class key 

rtjk ,  by (5) if, and 

only if ij CC  π  and 
iur Tt ∈ . Thus, we can prove that all of the proactive class keys can be 

changed by periodically updating the time-tokens during a period, distributed by the CAA. In 

this way, our scheme can actually provide a proactive mechanism for a cryptographic key 

assignment scheme in a hierarchy. 

3.2 Our scheme made a great impact on UHAC 

As conventional UHAC is unable to efficiently reflect the user’s expired employment 

time, or provide refreshment of secret class keys, the impact of a proactive mechanism in a 

conventional UHAC scheme is discussed below. 

(i) Periodically refreshing class keys, by changing the time-tokens in a UHAC scheme, 

means that users have nothing to do with class keys, in the access control mechanism of 

the hierarchy. 

(ii) Changing the time-tokens in a UHAC scheme allows more flexibility. Time-tokens with 

allocated rights and obligations can be controlled by the CAA. Our scheme need not 

change any initial parameters or published information when classes are either increased 

or decreased. 

(iii) The impact of our scheme, on the security of conventional UHAC mechanisms in a 

hierarchy, is as follows: 

a. Users cannot touch the primes of the time-dependent secret parameters, such as 
iua  and 

rta , which effectively prevents the revealing of secret class key. 

b. Users’ access behaviors can be kept by the CAA server in our scheme, through request 

records. If any disturbance or leakage occurs, the records will assist in pinpointing the 

responsibility. 

3.3 Comparisons 

Next, we consider the comparisons of computation time for the class key derivation phase 

from a view of user-end among our scheme and the two schemes [8] and [16] respectively. 
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For convenience at comparisons, we assume that the comparisons are bounded to the period 

rt for deriving a class key by a valid user. Therefore, the derivation of a class key 
rtjk , in 

computations is summarized in Table 1. 

 

 

Table 1. Comparisons of a class key 
rtjk , derivation 

Schemes 

 

 

Comparison 

Items 

Tzeng’s 

scheme [16] 

Huang et al.’s 

scheme [8] 

Our 

scheme 

Number of 

modular 

exponentiation 

computations 

η+− se tt  η+− rtz  1+η  

Number of 

modular 

multiplication 

computations 

0 0 2 

Number of  Lucas 

operations 

computations 

se tt −  0 0 

Number of 

operations ( )  ⋅f  

function 

computations 

0 rtz −  0 

Number of 

hashing 

computations 

1 0 0 

Note: we assume that a time bound, which is from the start time st  to the end 

time et , is represented as ( )es tt  , , and the period rt  satisfies the condition, 

iur Tt ∈ . 

 

 

In Tseng’s scheme [16], according to the information ( ) ( )yxttiI es ,,, =  and the public 

parameters 21212121 ,,,...,,,,,, nneeeffgg m , the user must take the computations of 

( ) ( )1mod ,21 nx kjCkCiCkC
strtrtet egg α≡/

−− ∏ ππ  and ( ) ( )2mod  
21

nyV strtrtet ff β≡−− . Upon the observation, the 

computations of α  and β , η+− se tt  modular exponentiations operations and se tt −  Lucas 

operations are required, respectively, where η  is the number of classes satisfying ik CC   π  

and jk CC   π/ . Therefore, the computing cost of ( )βα ,, Hk
rtj =  needs η+− se tt  modular 

exponentiations, se tt −  Lucas operations and a hash operation of ( )  ⋅H  function, respectively. 

On the other hand, in Huang et al.’s scheme [8], the information 

and some public parameters, where ( )  ⋅f  is simple function randomly provided by CAA e.g. 

( ) 7 3 += rr ttf , in order to derive the class key ( )( ) ( )( )nziIk
z

rt rj Ck,Ci CkC r

r

tfe
tj mod,

1
1

,
∏×∏ −

=/≡ ππ , the 

computation of ( ) ( )( )nziI
z

trt
r

j Ck,Ci CkC k tfe
mod ,

1

∏∏
−

=/
×

ππ  is required, where ij CC   π  and ztr  ≤ . In 

( )
( )

( )naiI

N

zkjC
j

r

kf
d

t modz , iC 

∏






 ∏≡ =π
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this expression, obviously, there are η+− rtz  modular exponentiation operations and 

rtz − operations of function ( )  ⋅f  required, where η  is a number of classes satisfying 

ik CC   π  and jk CC  π/ . 

Finally, examine our scheme. In our scheme, when giving the public parameters, 

information of ( ) ( )esuu ttiTiI
ii

||||, =  and the time-token of ( )
ririri tututu sr ,,, ||=τ , the computing 

cost for a user in iC  deriving the key of  

where ( )( ) ( )naar icuc
urt

riri

dg

tutu  mod
1

,

∏×− ×≡ π  and ( )11, mod ngys
rri ttu ×≡ , two modular multiplications 

and 1+η  modular exponential operation are required, where η  is a number of classes that 

satisfy ik CC  π  and jk CC  π/ . 

 

4. Conclusions 

In this paper, we have proposed an adaptable solution for cryptographic key assignment 

scheme with adaptable time-token constraint, which is more secure and effective than a 

UHAC scheme. A new technique is proposed in the paper that is used to adapt the 

changeability in dynamic scenarios of the UHAC scheme, e.g., the scenarios of the dynamic 

change examples of class during a valid period shown in Subsection 2.6.1 and Subsection 

2.6.2, the scenarios of the user change shown in the Subsection 2.6.3. All class keys will be 

updated proactively by the concept of proactive key management, which we show it in 

Subsection 2.7; in this way, it can make the advantage that is proven and free from the 

scenario of the collusive attack example which proposed by Yi et al. in [18]. That is to say, 

our scheme can achieve more secure and more efficient dynamic management for UHAC 

scheme. 
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Appendixes 

The proof of Theorem 1: 

Since ( ) ( )nai
iClC

ld

ii uu mod 
 

∏
≡

π , ( )( ) ( )naar iClC
lrt

riri

dg

tutu mod  
1

,

∏×− ×≡ π , ( )11, mod ngys
rri ttu ×≡  and 

rt
gn >>1

. Then we have 

( ) ( )( ) ( )
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )

( )( ) ( )
( ).mod                    

mod                    

mod                    

mod 

,

1

1mod

,
mod

,
ˆ

 

 
111

 

11,

nk

naaa

naaa

nriri

r

iClC
lrt

rii

iClC
lrt

ri

rt

iClC
l

i

ri

rtiu

irii

ti

dg

tuu

dg

tu

nxygd
u

tu
nxs

utu
x

u

≡
××≡

××≡

×≡×

∏×−

∏×−××∏

×

π

π
π

 

Thus the theorem. 

 

The proof of Theorem 2: 

Since ( ) ( )nai iClC
l

ii

d

uu mod  

∏≡ π , ( )( ) ( )naar iClC
lrt

riri

dg

tutu mod  
1

,

∏×− ×≡ π , ( )11, mod ngys
rri ttu ×≡ , 

rt
gn >>1

 and 

some public parameters. Then we have 
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